
PRIVATE 
SECURITY 
SOLUTION 



We provide a software solution to Private Security Companies. 
 

Suited for supervisors, inspectors, guards, salespeople and other 
outdoor teams. 

 
Our solution does not require any hardware other than a smartphone. 

 
It is easy to use and has extensive reporting and customization features. 

 
Cloud or Onpremise licencing models are available. 



BASIC FEATURES
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Customer specific 
Mobile application 

Benefits



Reports are automatically delivered to all 
parties. No extra effort is required to 
generate and deliver any report.  
 
Share reports with your customer.  
 
You can design your own reports which 
may include daily activities, photographs, 
charts or missing tasks etc.  

Online Reports 1



Trust the results 

Time and Location 

There is no way to tamper with time 
and location data.

Guide the personel

Create rules for each point to 
collect photos and any other data. 
So with less training, you get 
better results.  
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A Physical Place marker is not required. 
 
Which means less cost, less maintenance and faster start. 
 
You don't need to define places on software either. As data 
is collected control points are automatically detected.  

3Make any place a 
"Control Point"



Same solution can work for 
salespeople, maintenance teams 
and other field workers. 
 

Use digital forms along with and 
photograph and video instead of paper 

for faster and easier service.  

4Not only for Security



We can provide project specific mobile application so your 
customer may download from iOS or Android markets.  

5Customer specific 
Mobile application



No extra hardware 
 
No office personel for reports 
 
Minimum time to report maintenance and any other 
issue 
 
Track salespeople  
 
Flexible licencing: Use your own cloud or customer's 
cloud or a public cloud service like azure or amazon. 

with only 2% of 

personel costs  
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